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Three-dimensionalanalysesare reported of slip on a long vertical strike-slipfault between steadily
driven elastic crustal blocks. A rate- and state-dependentfriction law governs motion on the fault; the
law includesa characteristicslip distanceL for evolution of surface state and slip weakening. Because
temperatureand normal stressvary with depth, frictional constitutiveproperties(velocity weakening/
strengthening)do also. Those propertiesare taken either as uniform along-strikeat every depth or as
perturbed modestly from uniformity. The governingequationsof quasi-staticelasticity and frictional
slip are solvedon a computationalgrid of cells as a discretenumerical system, and a viscousradiation
damping term is included to approximately represent inertial control of slip rates during earthquakelike instabilities.The numericalresultsshow richly complex slip, with a spectrumof event sizes, when
solved for a grid with oversized cells, that is, with cell size h that is too large to validly represent the
underlying continuoussystemof equations. However, in every case for which it has been feasible to
do the computations(moderatelylargeL only), that spatio-temporallycomplex slip disappearsin favor
of simple limit cycles of periodically repeated large earthquakeswith reduction of cell size h. Further
study will be necessaryto determine whether a similar trhnsitionoccurs when the elastodynamicsof
rupture propagationis treated more exactly, rather than in the radiation dampingapproximation. The
transitionfrom complex to orderedfault responseoccursas h is reducedbelow a theoretically derived

nucleation
sizeh* whichscales
withL butis2 x 104to 105largerin cases
considered.
Cellslargerthan
h* can fail independentlyof one another,whereasthosemuchsmallerthan h* cannotslip unstably
alone and can do so only as part of a cooperatinggroup of cells. The results contradict an emergent
view that spatio-temporalcomplexity is a generic feature of mechanicalfault models. Such generic
complexitydoesapparentlyresult from modelswhich are inherentlydiscretein the senseof havingno
well-defined continuum limit as h diminishes. Those models form a different class of dynamical
systemsfrom models like the present one that do have a continuumlimit. Strongly oversized cells
cause the model developed here to mimic an inherently discrete system. It is suggestedthat oversized
cells, capableof failing independentlyof one another, may crudely representgeometricallydisordered
fault zones, with quasi-independentfault segmentsthat join one another at kinks or jogs. Such
geometricdisorder, at scaleslarger than h*, may force a systemwith a well-definedcontinuumlimit
to mimic an inherently discretesystemand show spatio-temporallycomplex slip at those larger scales.

INTRODUCTION

sponsebased on a realistic friction law, solution of the full
elastodynamicequations is regarded as too challengingcomSlip histories /5(x, z, t) over repeated earthquake cycles putationally at the present time. Instead, the following
are reported for a model with laboratory-basedrate- and radiation damping approximation is adopted' •x, z, t) is
state-dependentfriction along a long vertical strike-slipfault related to/5(x, z, t) by the equationsof quasi-staticequilibin an elastic half-space (Figure 1). The fault is driven by rium elasticity, but a viscousterm -,lOll(x, z, t)/Ot is added
imposingslip at a uniform rate, equal to the long-term plate to the expressionfor •x, z, t). That term, with viscosity
velocityVplate,
alongthedownward
continuation
of thefault = Ix/2c (Ix is elastic shear modulus, c is shear wave speed),
planeinto the half-space,
i.e., on -• < z < - Zdept
h. becomes significantonly at very high slip rates Oli/Ot and

Solutions
for/5(x, z, t) aredetermined
over--Zdept
h< Z <

0 and are restricted to be periodic in x over an imposed

represents
energy
outflowasseismic
Waves.
It assures
that
the governing system of equations continues to have a

periodXlength.
Because
temperature
andnormalstressvary solutionthroughoutearthquake-likeepisodesin which
with depth, frictional constitutive properties do also. The
calculations are based on constitutive data for velocity
weakening or strengtheningas a function of temperature in
granite under hydrothermal conditions [Blanpied et al.,
1991] and consider the possibility of either hydrostatic or
elevated pore pressure conditions. Constitutive properties
are taken either as uniform along-strike at every depth or
perturbed modestly from uniformity to promote any latent
instabilities.

The stresshistory ,r(x, z, t) on the fault shouldbe related
to the slip history/i(x, z, t) there in a manner determined by
solving the equations of continuum elastodynamics in the
quarter spaces which adjoin along the fault. Given the
interest here in the character of repeated earthquake reCopyright 1993 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
Paper number 93JB00191.
0148-0227/93/93 JB-00191 $05.00

increases by several orders of magnitude; the quasi-static
model without

such a term has solutions in which 0/i/0 t

in finite time, with no solution existing beyond that time.
Further, the choice '1 = Ix/2c both assuresthat the limiting
value of Oli/Otis of order cA •-//x(where A•-is a representative

stressdrop duringan unstableevent) and also exactly
representsthe instantaneousresponseof continuum elastodynamics along a fault, in the sense of properly relating
discontinuities, or sufficiently rapid changes, in the time
history of •x, z, t) to corresponding discontinuities, or
rapid changes,in the time history of Oil(x, z, t)/Ot. Nevertheless, wave propagation effects along the fault are not
modeledby this approximation,and it is importantfor future
study to determine what features of the present results are
preservedor modifiedby rigorouselastodynamicanalysisof
the propagation and arrest of ruptures.
When slip in the presentmodel is constrainedto vary with
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at y = _+Yo, assumedcompletely uniform friction properties
over the fault surface, and analyzed the model as a two-

Jy

dimensionalelastic problem in the x-y plane, so that slip
couldvary with distancealong strike only, & = &(x, t). They
showedthat spatio-temporallycomplex slip response,while
not a generic feature, could result in certain parameter
ranges near those of neutral stability for the friction law.
They alsolimited slip velocity runawayswith a viscousterm.
zone
Thus a first motivation for the present work was to see if
the Tse-Rice limit cycle solutionswould give way to something more complex if slip was allowed to vary along strike
-Zdel:)th.<Z<O
:
as well as with depth, & = &(x, z, t), in a system with
Rate-a.nds.t.ate.properties,at each depth, that are uniform or nearly so along
strike (but still depth variable because temperature and
law applies; depthnormal stressvary with depth).
variable
properties.- oo< z < - Z depth
'
Slip imposed at
Numerical procedures in the Tse and Rice [1986] and
uniform rate, V plate
Horowitz and Ruina [1989] studies were devised so that the
resultshad essentiallyno dependenceon suchfeatures as the
Fig. 1. Vertical fault plane in elastic half-space,driven at unisize of cells in a computationalgrid (Figure 1) or the shortest
formrateVplat
e belowregioncovered
withcellsin whichrate-and
state-dependentfriction laws apply. For results reported in subse- period consideredin a spectral (Fourier series) representaquentfigures,
thedepthof thezonecovered
by cellsisZdept
h = 24 tion of slip. By choosingsuch quantities small enough, the
km,theperiodic
repeatdistance
alongstrikeisXlength
= 240km,and solution to the discrete system of numerical equations esthedrivingrateis Vplat
e = 35 mm/yr.
sentially converged upon the proper continuum limit describing the mathematical model. The same is attempted
here in the solutionsto be presented.Nevertheless, it seems
Fault

dependent
friction

/

depth only, & = &(z, t), so that deformation is by twodimensional antiplane strain, the model coincides approximately with that of Tse and Rice [1986] and makes similar
predictions. However, the Tse-Rice analysisgave only limit
cycle solutions and did not show the spatio-temporalcomplexity of the earthquake process, evidencedby the aperiodicity of earthquake occurrence, strong nonuniformities
along-strikein the seismicslip distribution, and the Gutenberg-Richterdistributionof earthquakesizes. (The Tse-Rice
study adopted a different procedure than the inclusion of
radiation damping for getting through instability. Instead,
when the largest value over the fault of O&/Otin the solution
of their quasi-staticequationsreacheda value of order 1 m/s,
they suspended that system of equations in favor of a
quasi-static crack analysis to determine the state after instability. The crack analysis solved for the further slip &
accumulated during instability as the response to a prescribed stressdrop A•-on the rupture, equal to the stressat
onset of instability minus the steady state strengthfor rapid
slip; A•-is negative on hotter, deeper portions of the fault,
and the spatial extent of rupture zone was determinedas that
for which positive and negativestressdropscancelledin the
senseof producing no change in stressat the rupture edge.
This procedure also allowed them to include dynamic overshoot effects, which made no qualitative change to the
results apart from lengtheningthe interseismicinterval. Part
of the motivationfor usingthe radiationdampingprocedure
here was to check if the lack of aperiodicsolutionsfound by
Tse and Rice could be due to that crack procedure for
modeling the instability event.)
In contrast, Horowitz and Ruina [1989] used similar friction laws to thoseof Tseand Rice [ 1986]and analyzedsliding

betweentwo plates,of finitedepth,andof finitewidth Yo in
the y direction, but infinite in x with slip repeated periodically along strike. They drove the system by imposing a
uniform fault-parallel displacementrate between the borders

alsousefulto focus on the dependenceof results,especially
for complexity of slip, on cell size since this opens new
insightson what may be called "inherently discrete" fault
models, by which is meant discrete fault models that have no
well-defined

continuum

limit.

Indeed, the rate- and state-dependent formulation of friction involves a characteristic slip distanceL (Figure 2). This
is a measure of the distance of sliding necessary for the
surfaceto evolve to a new state, i.e., to a new populationof
contactingasperities,and can also be interpreted as a sliding
distance over which slip weakening takes place. (More
accurate descriptions may involve two or more such characteristic distances [Ruina, 1983; Gu et al., 1984]). Requirements for suitable reduction

of cell dimension

h of a com-

putationalgrid, or of shortestperiod in a spectraltreatment,
scale with L. For example, as will be rationalized later, if (B
- A) m represents the maximum value of [-VdTSS(V)/dV]
over the fault plane, where V is local slip rate and •-ss(v) is
the steadystate fictional strengthat that rate (Figure 2), then
a critical length dimensionis definedby h* = 2IxL/•r(B A) m. In order for the discrete numerical formulation to
coincide with the continuum limit, one requires cell size h
• h*. Subsequentexamples will illustrate this point. The
oversized cells of an inadequately refined grid can fail
independentlyof one another, whereas the cells of a suitably
refined grid are too elastically stiff to slip unstably alone and
can do so only as a part of a cooperatinggroup of cells.
Important new perspectives on complexity have been
gained in recent studies of discrete fault models. The simplest two-dimensional version of these is a cellular automata
[Bak and Tang, 1989; Ito and Matsuzaki, 1990; Chen et al.,
1991; Sacks and Rydelek, 1992; Christensen and Olami,
1992; Narkounskaia et al., 1992] with stochastic or uniform
deterministic increase in stress on an array of identical cells,
or spring-loadedslidingblocks, and with sheddingof load to
the four nearest-neighborcells or blocks whenever one fails.

These models, which essentially incorporate a simple discontinuousdrop from a static to a kinetic friction strength,
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with quasi-static determination of the state after any one cell
or block fails, show complex failure sequencesdescribed as
"self-organized criticality." The frequency of failures involving N cells is found empirically to be an inverse power
of N (for N >> 1 but N small compared to overall system
size), suggestive of a Gutenberg-Richter frequencymagnitude relationship. Other fault models, with discrete
fault patchesfollowing static/kinetic friction, and with stress
interactions between them calculated by quasi-staticelasticity theory, have also shown complex failure sequences
[Rundle and Kanarnori, 1987; Rundle, 1988a, b; Ward,
1991].
The equations of Newtonian dynamics have been solved
exactly during slip episodesin other discrete fault models.
These have generally involved Burridge and Knopoff[1967]
arrays of spring-connected rigid blocks, distributed uniformly in one [Carlson and Langer, 1989; Carlson et al.,
1991] or two [Brown et al., 1991; Carlson, 1991] dimensions,
with the assumption that friction is a function of velocity
only, and is velocity-weakening, once a static threshold
force is reached. (Rate- and state-dependent friction,
adopted here, reduces to such a descriptionwhen one lets L
--> 0.) Depending on the ratios of model parameters [Vasconcelos et al., 1992; de Sousa Vieira et al., 1993], the
one-dimensional model can also give results suggestiveof
Gutenberg-Richter behavior for small events. While the
equations of Newtonian dynamics are solved exactly in
these Burridge-Knopoff models, it has not been generally
acknowledged that the dynamical solution for rupture along
a chain of lumped masses, or a string of concentratedmass
in the continuous limit, bears a presently uncertain relation
to dynamical solutionsfor rupture along a fault embeddedin
a surroundingelastic continuum. For example, the response
of B-K models to an instantaneouschange in stress r along
the rupture is an instantaneouschange in the acceleration

02ti/Ot2, but thereis no instantaneous
changein Oti/Ot.By
contrast, the response of continuum models is, instead, an
instantaneouschange in Oti/Ot (a feature properly modeled
by the radiation damping term adopted here). Also, since
there is no analogue to energy radiation as seismicwaves in
the normal implementation of the B-K models (an exception
is the recent work of Knopoff et al. [1992]), all potential
energy lost to the system during a rupture is fully accountable as frictional work; the same is not true for rupture in a
continuum. Related to that point, the B-K model and similar
lumped-mass dynamic fault models [e.g., Rice and Tse,
1986] produce large dynamic overshoot of the final slip after
rupture, of order 100% greater than the static slip that would
correspond to the stressdrop during rupture, and thus leave
final stress on any failed block well below that prevailing
during unstable sliding. Dynamic overshoot is still not well
characterized for rupture in a continuum [Madariaga and
Cochard, 1992] but is generally regarded as being far less
than that predicted by the lumped-massfault models. Numerical elastodynamic solutionsthat prohibit back slip show
overshootof slip on circular ruptures of order 25% (18-36%
in different simulations), near the center of a rupture, and
show smaller overshoot of order 5% near the edges [Madariaga, 1976; Kostrov and Das, 1988, p. 191].
The cellular automata and Burridge-Knopoff models also
simplify elastic interactions to nearest neighbor cells or
blocks. Thus they do not properly scale the stressconcentration around the rim of a rupture zone with the size of the
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Fig. 2. Features of friction law as revealed by a velocity jump
test; L is a characteristic sliding distance associatedwith evolution
of surface state (e.g., formation of a new population of asperity
contacts) and slip weakening.

zone and hence do not have the feature that sufficiently large
ruptures, growing two dimensionally over a smooth fault
plane, will tend to be unstoppable until reaching system
boundaries(ruptures that grow large enoughtwo dimensionally to traverse the brittle zone and then spread one dimensionally along strike, in a model like in Figure 1, do have a
stress concentration at their tip which becomes asymptotically independent of rupture area). This feature makes it
easierfor local heterogeneitiesof stressto stop ruptures, and
those heterogeneitiesof stress are yet further amplified by
the large overshoots in the dynamical B-K models, thus
promoting a spectrum of event sizes.
What is focused more on here, however, is that those

cellular automata and Burridge-Knopoff models as so far
reported are what may be called "inherently discrete"
models, in that their simplifiedfriction laws, specifically of a
kind that do not include a characteristic slip weakening or
state evolution distanceL, endow them with the property of
not having a well-defined continuum limit as the spacingof
the discrete elements is shrunk towards zero. Since L = 0 in

those models, h* = 0 and thus there is no finite characteristic size for the discrete elements to shrink below to pass
towards such a limit. (Cao and Aki [1986] also studied a
one-dimensional Burridge-Knopoff array, using rate- and
state-dependentfriction and hence finite L, but did not study

the statisticsof complex slip as systematicallyas did Carlson
and Langer [1989] and Carlson et al. [1991] and, as is
relevant here, did not examine the relation of their discrete
fault model to its continuum limit.)
The present results, based on solution of the discrete
systemproviding the numerical formulation of the problem
sketchedin Figure 1, do show richly complex slip when the
calculations are done with oversized cells, i.e., of size h that

is too large (compared to h*) to provide an acceptable
discretization. Spatio-temporal complexity seems to be generic prediction in that range. Nevertheless, in all casesthat
have thus far been amenable to study (necessarilywith larger
L than desirable, for reasonsof computationaltractability),
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it has been found that spatio-temporalcomplexity disappears
in favor of simple cycles of repeated large earthquakeswhen
cell size of the numerical grid is reduced reasonably below
h*, i.e., to the range which provides an acceptable discretization of the underlying continuous mathematical model.
Thus an emergent view in this field, that spatio-temporally
complex slip is a generic feature of mechanical fault models,
is contradicted by the present results.
To put a positive interpretation on a seeming defect,
however, it may be argued that the oversized cells of an
inadequatelyrefined grid might possiblyprovide a crude first
model of a geometrically complex fault zone. Such cells,
capable of failing independently of their neighbors, could
represent individual fault segments that are poorly connected to adjacent segments, due to bends or offsets, and
that can therefore fail independently of one another. Thus a
conjecture having consistency with the results found here,
but yet to be tested by more rigorous elastodynamicanalysis, is as follows: The observed spatio-temporally complex
slip in the earthquake process should not be regarded as
emerging, at least generically, from nonlinear dynamics
acting over an essentially smooth fault plane but rather as
emerging as a consequenceof geometric disorder of fault
zones. That is, natural faults must have characteristic slipweakening distances L associated with them, since such are
seen in laboratory studies of friction and faulting. But the
influence of geometric disorder over scales in excess of the
associated h* causes their large scale dynamics to mimic
that of inherently discrete systems, for which spatiotemporal complexity over at least some range of small events
seemsto be a generic response. This conjecture is based on
what could be regarded as artifacts of inadequate numerical
discretizations and on calculations over the very limited
range of L that is computationally accessible with present
algorithms. Nevertheless, it serves to identify a critical open
problem of understandinghow slip-weakeningfrictional behavior interacts with fault zone geometric heterogeneity to
produce complex earthquake slip.
MODELING PROCEDURES

OS(x, z, t)

ß[•(x', z', t) - Vplatet
] dx' dz'- •/
Related

Ot

notes are as follows:

1. In termsof thestressanddisplacement
fields,rr,• and
u,(a, 13= x, y, z), createdin the solid,r(x, z, t) = rryx(X,
0, z, t) and$(x, z, t) = Ux(X,0+, z, t) - Ux(X,0-, z, t).
2. The stiffnesskernel k(x - x', z, z') in the integral is
calculated, in discretized form, as the set of stressesat cell
centers in Figure 1 from the Chinnery [1963] quasi-static
elastic solution for uniform slip over a rectangular dislocation cell in an elastic half space. (T. E. Tullis and W. D.
Stuart (private communication, 1992) provided the relevant
equations, previously used by Stuart [1986], which were
then appropriately summed periodically along strike with

periodXlength;
see the appendix.)The integralis thereby
discretized

into a set of linear

relations

•'i(t)= --• kij(•j(t)- Vplate
t) - •/ d•i(t)/dt
J

where subscriptsi or j denote values of variables associated
with individual cells, the sum extends over all cells, and the

kij areelements
of thestiffness
matrix[k] fromtheChinnery
solution.The diagonalcomponents
kdiagof [k] give the
relation between slip of a single cell and stress in that same

cell.Whenoneomitspartsof theexpressions
for kdiag
which
remain

finite

when

cell

size is reduced

towards

zero

and

which arise from the "image" effects of Earth's surface, the

remainingpart of the expression
for kdiagis (as is also
derivable from expressionsfor stressesdue to dislocationsin
full spaces [e.g., Hirth and Lothe, 1968])

2/x 1 + q2/(1- v)

kdiag
--rrh (1+q2)
1/2
where h is the edge length of a single cell of Figure 1 in the
depth direction, h/q is the edge length in the along-strike
direction, Ix is the elastic shearmodulus, and v is the Poisson

ratio.The expression
for kdiag
is usedto extractthe critical
cell dimension

h*.

Referring to Figure 1, slip is to be calculated on a portion

3. The factor r/ describes seismic radiation damping,
of thefaultlessdeepthanZdepth,
whichincludes
thatportion adopted to avoid the unbounded slip velocity which would
of the fault which slips in earthquakes. Tectonic loading is otherwise develop as a consequence of instability in a
represented by imposing uniform motion at the long-term quasi-static model, but to do so in a more tractable way than
sliprate Vplat
e on the fault at depthswell belowthoseof would be the case if the entire calculation were set up in the
seismic
activity,i.e., at depthsgreaterthanZdept
h. Thefault (proper, and preferable) elastodynamic framework. The
extends infinitely along strike, but the modeling is done for a most sensiblechoice of r/is tz/2c, where c is shear wave
slip distribution which is constrainedto be repeated period- speed. This describesthe relation between stress and slip
icallyalongstrikewith periodXlength.
It is basedon equa- rate for spatially uniform but arbitrarily time-dependent slip
tions that embody (1) elasticity of the surroundingsand (2) •5 = •5(t) along an infinite fault plane y = 0 traversing an
the frictional constitutive relation, in a way now described: elastic full space, under conditions that all radiation is as
outgoing planar shear waves. The result may be seen as
Elastic Relation Between Stress and Slip
Since the fault plane is embedded in an elastic solid, any
distribution of slip motion on the fault will have associated
with it a distribution of shearingstress. Thus the right lateral
shear stress r(x, z, t) along the fault plane, y = 0, is related
to the slip •5(x, z, t) (constrainedto be strike-slip only) by a
relation of the type

'i'(X,
Z,t)•----foXlengthf•
-- k(x-x',z,
z')
Zdepth

follows:For sucha wave field, tryx + (tx/c)OUx/Ot
is
constantin spaceand time in y > 0, just as tryx -

(tx/c)OUx/Ot
isiny < 0; ony = 0, O'y+x
= O'y
x -- •'and$ =
Ux
+ - u•-, so that r - const-(tx/2c)O•i/Oton the fault,
showingthe origin of r/=/x/2c. In fact, with this value for r/
the above equation for r(x, z, t) along the fault plane, or for
ri(t ) in the discretizedform, exactly incorporatesthe elastodynamic result for how any instantaneous changesin the
time historiesof r(x, z, t) and O•i(x, z, t)/Ot, or of ri(t) and
d$i(t)/dt, are related to one another. It is clear that if the
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constitutive response of the fault zone material causes a
stress r to decrease by a stressdrop •xr over a time scale for
which the slips (/•) change only very modestly, so that
elementsof the product [k](/•) changeslittle in comparison
to fir, then the resulting slip velocity diS/dt will be of order
•Xr/rt,i.e., of order c•r/tx, which is the proper rangefor slip
rates during an inertia limited instability in an elastic continuum. The exact elastodynamic equations would, however,
replace the product [k](•) with a convolution in time, and
that convolution reduces to the quasi-static product form
used here only on time scales that are large compared to
those for waves to travel representative length scales along
the fault over which there are gradients in the slip distribution. Thus, as suggestedearlier, important aspects of the
elastodynamics of fault response, especially relating to
wave-mediated propagation along the fault plane of stress
alterations due to slip, are not adequately treated here.
Instead, stresschangescorrespondingto those predicted by
an exact elastodynamic analysis after wave propagation
(i.e., the final static stress changes) are communicated
instantaneously along the fault by the system of equations
adopted here.
4. While tx/2c is the proper choice for rt in the present
formulation, large values of rt shorten computer time re-

Or

__ =
ot
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A OV

V

v

L

ot

[,--

,-ss(v)];

olS(x, z, t)

V(x, z, t)=

Ot

,

where here A (> 0) is taken as a constant, i.e., independent
of V and r but not of effective normal stress and temperature. Also, the form adopted for the steady state strength is

r ss(v)= r0 + (A -B) In (V/Vplate),
where r 0, A - B, and L are constantin the samesense.This
is the law used by Tse and Rice [1986] and is commonly seen
in an equivalent version [Ruina, 1983], which explicitly
introduces an evolving state variable 0, as the set of equations

r = r 0 + A In (V/Vplate)
d-B O,

O0/Ot= -(V/L)[O + In (V/Vplate)
].
The logarithmic forms give approximate fits to data over,
typically, a few orders of magnitude variation in sliding rate;
low or high speed cutoffs are sometimes introduced. The

quiredto integrate
through
instabilities;
thusrt = 102to 104 main features of this friction law can be seen from the
tx/2cis typicallyusedandsometimes
106 I-d2c.Thiscanbe integration of the equations defining it for the idealized
velocity jump test in Figure 2. In this test an imposed slip
rate is suddenlychangedfrom a steady value V1 to a new
value V2; the resulting stress versus slip is shown. For
sustainedslip/5 >> L at fixed V (= V1 or V2) the response
is
"steady state" friction, and it is appropriate to adopt the
loadingrateVplat
e or interseismic
sliprates.Theuseof such
large rt values has the effect of extending the time of simplified viewpoint that r is just a function of V, namely, r
individual instabilities to time scales of minutes to days. • rss(v). This corresponds to (steady state) velocity
Since the higher rt is, the lower the maximum slip velocity strengtheningif A - B > 0, and to weakening if A - B <
attained during instability is, there is another effect for the 0. However, when the sliding velocity is suddenly increased
type of friction law used here, with monotonically decreas- or decreasedover amounts of slip that are small compared to
ing rSS(V): Higher rt meanslower stressdrop, and hence L, one finds that the stress respectively increases or deslip, in individual earthquakesand thus a shorter recurrence creases. This is a fundamental feature of material response,
interval. (This would be a small or negligible effect in one not an inertial effect in the testing apparatus. With A = V
constant, the jump is by Ar = A In
version of the friction laws used by Tse and Rice [1986] (0•'/0V)instantaneous
which had a "leveling off" of rSS(V) at slip speedsabove (V2/Vi) as in Figure 2. According to the law adopted, the
about 1 mm/s.) For example, in a test case involving peri- approach to a new steady state involves exponential decay
odically repeated earthquakes, a recurrence interval of 90 suchthat if slip/5 = V2 t is measuredfrom the moment of the
years obtainedwith rt = tx/2c shortenedto 74 years with rt = jump, then r evolves toward the new steady state strength
102 ix/2c,to 55 yearswith rt = 104 ix/2c,andto 35 years level rss(v2) accordingto the relation
reinterpreted as doing the analysis with a much lower wave
speed, say, •, than actual speed c, but one which, for the
parameters adopted, still assures that the typical unstable
slip rate •x r/ix is many orders of magnitudelarger than the

withrt = 106 ix/2c.
5. In the above equationsfor stress r in terms of slip/i, it
may at first seem unclear why the integration extends over

r = rss(v2)+ e-ti/L[rss(v1)
+ A In (V2/V1)- rss(v2)
].
The bracketed term representsthe drop in strength, or slip

onlythepart-Zdepth( Z ( 0 ofthehalfplaneandnotbelow weakening,from the peak strengthrSS(V1)+ A In (V2/Vi),
whereslip/5= Vplate
t is imposed.
Thelogicfor thismaybe required to initiate slip at the rapid rate V2, to the residual
seenby decomposing
theslip/5intothesumof a partVplate
t level rss(v2) attained after slip /5 >> L. Thus in different
that is uniform over the entire half plane plus a part /5 -

Vplate
t whichis nonuniform.
Theformeris associated
witha
rigid translation of one elastic quarter space relative to the
other and creates no stress; the latter is nonzero only over

--Zdept
h ( Z ( 0, whichis thereforethe sourceregionin the
integral or sum over cells. (See also Rundle [1988a, b].)
Frictional

Constitutive

Relation

limiting situations the rate- and state-dependent friction
formulation includes not only velocity weakening but also
slip-weakeningtype behavior. The latter is equivalent to the
notion of fracture energy at crack tips in singular elastic
crack theory [Rice, 1980], and the fracture energy for the
above idealized representation of the stress versus slip
relation is just the bracketed term times L. (This description
is idealized because V is highly variable rather than uniform

at somelarge value V2 behindthe front of an advancingslip

The most common rate- and state-dependentfriction law
of the class introduced by Dieterich [1981] and Ruina [1983]

zone, and steady state slip conditions at some low slip rate
V1 will not generally prevail ahead of the front.) Descrip-

is used and can be written

tions of fault friction

that do not include

some such charac-
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0.05

a

(Left) Laboratory data, granite under hydrothermal conditions, on velocity weakening/strengtheningat

varioustemperatures;from Blanpiedet al. [1991]as convertedby them into a - b [= V drSS(V)/dV/(trn - p)] versus
depth basedon a Lachenbruch-SassSAF geotherm.(Right) Assumeda - b and a [- V(OdOV)instantaneous/(O'
n - p)]
versus depth for use in model of Figure 1.

teristic length L are then equivalent to degenerate elastic
crack models with zero fracture energy. In such models,
cracks in an elastic continuum can only propagate at wave
speeds (for example, an antiplane shear crack at the shear
wave speed, an in-plane shear crack at the Rayleigh speed)
and cannot concentrate stress ahead of their tips; any
nonzero stress intensity factor, as is generally associated
with subsonically propagating cracks, corresponds to a
positive fracture energy.
In formulating the friction law for the model of Figure 1
the following assumptionsare adopted:
1. The coefficientsA and B scale directly with effective
normal stress,A = a(crn - p) and B = b(crn - p), where

o-n (= --Cryy)is the compressive
normalstresson the fault
and p is pore pressure, and the coefficients a and b then
depend only on temperature.
2. The velocity dependence a - b is made depth variable following the data of Blanpied et al. [1991] on temperature dependence of a - b for granite under hydrothermal
conditions. They converted their data on a - b as a function
of temperature to a plot of a - b as a function of depth, as
based on a Lachenbruch-Sass San Andreas fault (SAF)
geotherm, and their plot is shown in Figure 3 at the left.
These data show transition from velocity weakening, a - b
< 0, to velocity strengthening,a - b > 0, at temperatures
around 325øC, correspondingto depth z = - 14 km. There is
also a velocity strengthening zone at shallow depth, above
-2

km.

The

fit to a -

b and the values

of a used in the

modeling are shown in Figure 3 at the right; a - b has a
minimum value of -0.004 over depths from 4.0 to 13.5 km
and is negative from 2.0 to 14.3 km; a is not reported by
Blanpied et al. [1991] but factor of 2 or so variations in its

value, for a given distribution of a - b, have little effect on
the dynamics.

3. The normal stress rrn = (280 bar/km) (-z) [(28
MPa/km) (-z)], a typical overburden stress, and the pore
pressurep is given by either p = hydrostatic = (100 bar/km)
(-z) [(10 MPa/km) (-z)], or by p = max (hydrostatic, rrn const). The latter incorporates elevated pore pressure concepts [Rice, 1992] in which dp/dz approachesdrrn/dz with
increase of depth, as a consequence of slow upward fluid
permeation in a fault with permeability that diminishes
rapidly with increase of rrn - p; see Figure 4, which
illustrates this type of pressure distribution for p offset by
1000bars (100 MPa) from rrn at depth.
4. The slip weakening, or state transition, slip distanceL
is in the 0.01- to 0.1-mm range in data involving small slips
on laboratory-prepared fault surfaces that are smooth at
wavelengths above a mm or so [Dieterich, 1981; Biegel et
al., 1989]. Slip weakening distances that are typically in the
range 0.1-0.3 mm occur in fault formation in initially intact
laboratory triaxial specimensof granite [Rice, 1980; Wong,
1982]. It is currently a computational necessity to make L
larger, above 2 mm in the 2-D modeling and above 10 mm in
the 3-D modeling, to accurately solve equations with suitably refined grid sizesto reach the continuum limit. Larger L
values may also be partially justified to approximately accommodate scaling to broad scale fault roughness (Scholz
[1988] suggestsL • 1 to 10 mm over a 6-16 km depth range
basedon asperity contactsalong fractal fault surfaces)and to
model weakening in large rapid slip for which constraints

fromthe fractureenergyof earthquakes
(G = 106to 107
J/m2, strength
dropsin rupture= 2 x 102to 103bars[20-100
MPa], L • G/strength drop) suggesta 10- to 500-mm range.
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Normalstress( o n ) andporepressure( p ) versusdepth

Xlength
"- 240km, Vplat
e "- 35mm/yr,tx= 300kbar(30GPa),
•, = 0.25 and c = 3 km/s are used. Thus the variables

2 kbar

4 kbar

0n

-10km

••

6 kbar

8 kbar

(0.28 kbar/km)
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whose

effects are illustrated here are L, the "constant" in p = max

(hydrostatic,o'n -- const), and the radiation damping ,/, as
well as variables defining the computational grid. In principle, the latter shouldnot be regarded as variables, in that one
assumesthat cell size h is taken small enough to be irrelevant to the results shown. However, as mentioned in the
introduction, possible insights on the origin of spatiotemporal complexity of slip are obtained by examining how
solutions depend on h.

p=hydrostatic
(0.1
kbar/km)
hydrostatic,o n - 1 kbar)

Thegridinvolvesa numberNdept
h of identicalcellsin any
singlecolumnthroughthe 24 km depthrangeand Slength
columns of such cells along the 240-km periodic repeat
distance along strike. The height of a single cell is thus h =

24 km/Ndept
h. In the 3-D resultsto be presented,
the cells

-20km

have q - 0.8 which assures similar contributions (within

Fig. 4. Forms assumedfor pore pressureversus depth. Pore
pressurep may be hydrostaticor may have a transitionto a rate of
increase with depth that is the same as for normal stress O'n;the
latter case approximately representsresults of Rice [1992] for slow
pore fluid upflow along a fault zone with permeability that diminishes rapidly with increaseof o'n -- p. Case shown is for p = max
(hydrostatic, O'n -- 1000 bars [100 MPa]).

7%) to kdiagas expressed
abovefrom termsrepresenting
screw and edge dislocation segments along a cell border.

Sinceh/q = 240 km/Nlength
thismeansthatNlength
is always
takenas8 Ndept
hin the3-Dexamples.
Forthe2-Dversionof
the model, approximately comparable to that of Tse and

Rice [1986],Xlength
is unbounded
and Nlength'-- 1, correspondingto q - 0. The (dominant part of the) single cell

stiffnessis then kaiag= 1.45 (2/x/•rh) for the 3-D cases,
wherekaiag
= 21x/•rh
is thestiffness
for aninfinitelylongcell
It seemspossiblethat L values in the samerange as inferred in the x direction correspondingto the 2-D version of the
for small slipsin laboratory specimenswill apply to the onset model.
To estimate a critical cell size h*, above which cells are
of slip on natural faults but that the far larger slips of such
earthquakes involves a much larger scale slip-weakening capable of failing independently of one another, note that a
length in subsequentslip. This might be describableapprox- critical springstiffnessfor a single-degree-of-freedomsystem
imately by the multi-state-variable form discussedby Ruina followingthe friction law adoptedis kcrit= (B - A)/L; here
[1983] and used by Gu et al. [1984] in stability analysis, but k is the reduction in shear stress for unit slip on the sliding
the simplification of a single slip-weakeningprocess is re- surface due to elastic interactions with the surroundings.
This was shown by Ruina [1983] and Rice and Ruina [1983]
tained in the present work.
to be the critical stiffnessaccording to linear stability theory
5. The constant term in the friction law can be written as
for
a simple spring-slidersystem, in that perturbationsfrom
•'0 -- fo(O'n -- P), where f0 is the friction coefficientfor
steady
state slip in a system with steady state velocity
steadystateslidingat the rate V - Vplat
e. For a given
distribution of A and B over the fault plane, the term r0 is weakening (B - A > 0) will grow in time only at lesser
springstiffness.Nonlinear stability studiesbasedon that law
irrelevant for the results obtained for the slip rate V(x, z, t)
once the systemhas gone throughan early part of its history, [Gu et al., 1984] show that for k above kcritinstability can
result only if the system is finitely disturbed (e.g., by a
sensitive to initial conditions.
Thus if we introduce the notation si = ri - r/ss(vi), suddenchange in stressor loading rate), with the amplitude
where subscript i refers to the value of a variable, or the of the disturbance in loading rate that is required for instaform of a functionlike r/ss(v) or driSS(V)/dV,in cell i of the bility growingexponentiallywith k/kcrit.Thus, to assurethat
the mesh is not so coarse that individual
cells can act
grid, the governing equations are
independentlyof one another, we need to make the selfstiffnessof a singlecell, which can be written approximately
(•q+ Ai/Vi)•ri ----- E kij(Vj- Vplate)
d-Visi/L
J

('rI + Ai/Vi)• i = -[Ai/V i - d,r•S(Vi)dVi]

askdiag
= 2ix/•rh,largecompared
to kcrit.Defining
h* asthe
gridsizethatmakeskdiag
"- kcritfor themostcritical(highest
B - A) cell in the grid, this gives 2lx/•rh* = (B - A)m/L,
and thus

' E kij(Vj-Vplate)
-IT/ d-dq'•s(vi)/dVi]Visi/L
J

where the overdots denote a time rate. We note that ,/is

alwaysmuchlessthanAi/V i and Id•?S(V•)/dV•l(- I A• -

h* = 21xL/rc(B - A)m

asearlier.Hencetherequirement
kdiag
>> kcritfor a suitable

grid translatesinto the requirement h << h*. The size h*
Bil/Vi) whenVi isoftheorderof Vplat
ebutthat,/dominatesmay be called the nucleation size, in that it measures
those terms for the large Vi which result during an earth- approximatelythe minimumdiameter of a patch of fault area
quake instability. Because of the "stiffness" of this set of which must be able to slip simultaneouslyin order for an
differential equations, an implicit integration procedure has instability to develop. When discussingcomputational resultsnext, the ratio h/h* for the grid on which they are based
been devised and is explained in the appendix.
In all casesdiscussed
heretheparameters
Zdept
h "- 24km, is given in each case.
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Fig. 5. Slip in millimeters on horizontal axis versus depth in kilometers on vertical axis, drawn through the full
depth range every 5 years and drawn through partial depth range to mark special features: A, onset of instability

(maximum
velocity
among
cellsincreases
through
103 Vplate);
B, oneweekafterinstability;
andC, oneyearafter

instability. For 2-D versionof modelin Figure t, slip constrainedto be the sameat every positionalongstrike [ $ = $(z,

t)], L = 30 mm,p = max(hydrostatic,
an - t000bars[tOOMPa]),r/= t02tx/2c.For96cellsover24kmdepth(h/h*
- 0.17).

SOME RESULTS

Two-Dimensional Cases t5 = tS(z, t)

As in the work by Tse and Rice [1986], in every model
studied so far with adequatereduction of cell size, a simple
limit cycle solution of periodic large earthquakesoccurs.
Figure 5 shows slip versus depth for a case with L = 30
mm, p offset from rrn by 1000 bars (100 MPa) at depth

(Figure4), andr/= 102tx/2c.Since(B - A)m= (0.004)x
(1000 bars) = 4 bars (0.4 MPa), this case has h* = 1.5 km.

The calculationwas done with 96 cells over the 24 km depth
range; hence h = 0.25 km and h/h* • 0.17, a ratio small
enoughto reasonablyrepresentthe continuumlimit. The slip
distribution every fifth year is shown by curves runningfrom
top to bottom in Figure 5; those that are truncated before
reaching bottom show the slip distribution at the onset of
instability (A), and then one week (B) and one year (C) later.
There is rapid postseismicslip at depth.
Figures 6 and 7 show results for a much smaller L value,
L = 3 mm, and a more highly elevated pore pressure,offset
from O'n by 500 bars (50 MPa) at depth, sothat h* = 0.3 km,

andfor r/= 104 la,/2c.Eachofthefigures
hastwopanels,
top

one showing results for an inadequately refined grid (32 cells,
h/h* = 2.5), and bottom one for a refined grid (320 cells,

h/h* • 0.25) that is in the range of approach to the
continuum limit. Figure 6 shows slip versus depth every
year. Figure 7 shows, as a function of time, the logarithm of
the slip rate in whichever is the fastest slipping cell at the
time of a sampletaken every 0.01 year (the fastest slip rates
tend not to show since they form spikes narrower than 0.01
year). These results are typical for 2-D casesin showinghow
the spatio-temporally complex slip predicted for oversized
cells gives way to simple limit cycles with reduction of cell
size to ranges corresponding to approach to the continuum
limit. The many spikes in the top panel of Figure 7, and the
raggedaccumulatedslip profiles in the top panel of Figure 6,
correspond to a complex failure mode with many small
instabilitiesin a large earthquake cycle and aperiodic occurrence of the large events. These features all disappearwith
grid reduction and thus are artifacts of an inadequate numerical scheme. Possibly, they may also hint at the way that
geometric disorder controls the dynamics of fault zones.
Comparing Figure 5 to the bottom panel of Figure 6, the
results show how precursory slip effects that appear in
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Fig. 6. Slipin millimeters
on horizontal
axisversusdepthin kilometers
on verticalaxis,drawnevery1 year.For
2-D versionof modelin Figure1 with slipconstrained
to be the sameat everypositionalongstrike[ • = •(z, t)], and

forL = 3 mm,p = max(hydrostatic,
•r, - 500bars[50MPa]),•/= 104la/2c.(Top)For32cellsover24kmdepth
(h/h* = 2.5). (Bottom)For 320 cellsover 24 km depth(h/h* = 0.25).
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(Bottom) For 320 cells over 24 km depth (h/h* = 0.25).
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simulationswith large L diminish to essentially imperceptible size with small L; the comparisonhere is L = 30 mm and
L = 3 mm, and the latter is still a factor of 100 or so larger
than L for laboratory fault surfacesthat have been machined
to be smooth at large spatial wavelengths. Unfortunately,
with present algorithms (the appendix), which are efficient
between earthquakes but require much time to integrate
through earthquake instabilities, the 320 cell 2-D case required 5 days cpu time on a Sparcstation2 to cover about 210
years of imposed motion, or about 7.3 m total slip travel.
During that time, eight earthquakes occurred; the first,
influencedby starting conditions, after 42 years, and the rest
with a cycle time of about 22 years. The limit cycle solution
illustrated in the bottom panels of Figures 6 and 7 was
essentially establishedby the time of the secondearthquake.
Three-Dimensional Cases /5 = /5(x, z, t)

The 3-D cases are yet more restricted by computational
limits. With present algorithms, a grid with 32 cells through
the thickness, and thus 256 columns of cells along strike, is
the most refined possible, and even then 13 days of Sparcstation 2 cpu time were required for a run of 300 years in one

of the easiestcaseswithlargeL (40 mm)andlarger/(106
la/2c). Large L increasesthe time step size allowed; large r/
decreases the number of time steps required to integrate
through instabilities, which more than pays for its subsidiary
effect of reducing stress drop and recurrence intervals and
hence increasing the number of large events over some long
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h/h* that is convincingly at the continuum limit, the refined
grid results, have essentiallylost all of this complexity.
Figures 9 and 10 compare slip versus depth, printed at
5-year intervals, for these two cases. Figure 9 showsthe slip

profilesat x = 0.25 Xlength
= 60 km and Figure10for x =
0.75 Xlength
-- 180km; in eachcasethe top panelis for the
coarse grid and the bottom is for the more refined grid.
Comparing the top panels in Figures 9 and 10, one sees a
chaotic slip history with qualitative changes in the fault
locking between large slips, as anticipated by examining the
upper panel of Figure 8 at x = 60 and 180 km. The bottom
panels of Figures 9 and 10, for the more refined grid, show
that this complexity has largely disappeared in favor of
essentially periodic earthquakes with similar characteristics
at both locations along strike. (The refined grid solution was
done by beginningwith a solution for the first 500 years on
the less refined grid. Each cell of the less refined grid was
then divided into four and given the same stressand velocity
as the parent cell (these are the variables of the governing
equations).This leads to a rapid readjustmentof the velocity
field within each cell group which makes •i, defined as the
time integral of V, develop some kinks in its profiles, as
seen. These persist as an artifact of the grid change but have
no effect on the subsequent velocity profiles, which are
smooth and without kinks.)
Figures 11-13 show further 3-D results from three different

grids for a case with L = 40 mm and p = max (hydrostatic,
crn - 1000 bars [100 MPa]), so that h* = 2.0 km. These are

basedonradiation
damping
• = 102tx/2c,lowerby 104than
timespan.Gridsof thatsize,Nlength
= 256andNdept
h = 32, the previous case, and take a large amount of computer time;
are possibleat all, at least within the present algorithm, only
because fast Fourier transform (FFT) techniques can be
used to do the matrix multiplications involving [k] that are
required in each time step; see the appendix. Because of the
FFT involvement, in the simple form adopted based on
powers of 2, the next smaller grid has 128 cell columns along
strike and hence only 16 cells through the thickness (to
maintain the cell aspect ratio).
In order to rapidly bring to evidence any tendencies for
instability in the 3-D modeling, the constitutive properties a
and a - b were perturbed as follows. Starting with these
variablesas a function of depth as in Figure 3 at the right, the
value at each depth was reduced by 10% in the first 60 km
along strike, left unaltered over the next 120 km, and
reduced by 5% over the final 60 km of a 240-km period.
Figure 8 shows results for a case with L = 40 mm and
hydrostaticpore pressure,so that h* • 0.79 km, and with r/

thus results are shown only over limited times for the more

refinedgrids.Figure11isfor Nlength
= 64 andNdept
h = 8, SO
thath/h* = 1.5; Figure12is for Nlength
= 128andNdept
h -16, sothath/h* = 0.75; Figure13is for Nlength
= 256and
Ndept
h = 32, so that h/h* = 0.38. The top panelof each

figure shows the depth-averaged slip •i(x, t) versus distance
x along strike at 5-year intervals, and the bottom panel
shows the logarithm of the maximum velocity in any cell
within the model as a function of time, as sampled at time
intervals of 0.01 year. (Because of time requirements, the
intermediate grid was run for only a little more than 300
years, and the most refined grid was done by using the
resultsfrom the intermediate grid at 300 years, dividing cells
into four as discussedabove, and continuing the calculation
on the most refined grid for another 200 years.
Comparing successively (in Figures 11, 12, and 13) both
the profiles of thickness-averagedslip and the maximum slip
= 106 la,/2c.Again,twopanelsareshown,thetoponefor a velocity records, it is seen clearly that spatio-temporal
coarsegridof 2048cells(Nlength
= 128,Ndept
h = 16)with complexity disappears with grid refinement. Further, its
h/h* = 1.9, and the bottom one for a more refined grid of disappearance is again comprehensible in terms of the dif8192cells(Nlength
-- 256,Ndept
h = 32)withh/h* = 0.95. In ferent cell sizes h involved when compared to h*.
In order to document the transition from complexity to
this case the slip averaged over 24 km depth,
limit cycle behavior with feasible problem sizes, the previous 3-D examples involved only slightly oversized cells, with
/5(x t)=
•i(x, z, t) dz,
h/h* = 1.9 or 1.5. Figure 14 shows the complex slip which
'
Zdepth
Zdepth
results for a case with more strongly oversized cells, having
is shown, at 5-year intervals, as a function of distance x
h/h* = 6.0. Thiscaseis for the 2048cellgrid(Nlength
= 128
along strike over one 240-km period. Results are shown from andNdept
h = 16)andis basedon parameters
L = 2.5 mm
the last 300 years of an 800-year calculation. The coarsegrid andp = max (hydrostatic, or, - 500 bars [50 MPa]), so that
results show a complex history with strongly locked zones h* = 0.25 km, and• = 106tx/2c.The depth-averaged
slip
forming and rupturing a few times over but then transitioning /5(x, t) is shown as a function of distancex along strike in the
to failure in events with less slip while stronglocking regions toppanel,andslip•i(x, z, t) at x = 0.25 Xlength
-- 60 km is
form elsewhere. While for a grid that is still far from a ratio shown as a function of depth z in the bottom panel. The
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Figure
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onverticalaxisversus
distancex alongstrike in kilometerson horizontalaxis, drawn every 5 years. (Bottom) Maximum value over all cells
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= 16),L = 2.5 mm,p = max(hydrostatic,
•rn - 500bars[50MPa]),•/= 106 tx/2c.Slipdrawnevery1yearfromresults
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versus distance x along strike in kilometers on horizontal axis. (Bottom) Slip •i(x, z, t), at x = 60 km, in millimeters
on the horizontal axis versus depth z in kilometers on the vertical axis.
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functions are printed out every year for the 91-year period
from t = 100 yearsto t = 191 years. Suchcomplexityseems
to be typical of results with strongly oversized cells. Note
that despite the complexity, the rupture process is still
coordinated along strike, with all portions of the fault zone
undergoing large slip over time intervals of the order of 5
years (about 25% of the average recurrence time in this
case). Thus an increase in slip rate through cell instabilities
in one part of the fault zone is, in this case, a good but
imperfect predictor that cells in other parts of the fault zone
will soon be active. The style of the instabilities at any
particular section along strike involves an alteration between
motion of the brittle part of the fault zone in single large

less, in every case for which it has been computationally
feasible to explore the issue, the following is found: While
the results of the computations with oversized cells (h > h*)
show richly complex slip, with a spectrum of event sizes,
that complexity disappearsin favor of simple limit cycles of
repeated large earthquakes as the cell size is diminished,
relative to h*, so as to properly solve the underlying
continuous equations. This is documented by the comparisons made in Figures 5-14, where the effect of reduction in
cell size is to cause a transition from spatio-temporally
complex slip to simple limit cycles; the responsecan always
be understoodin terms of the ratio h/h*, as given with each
figure. Large h/h* compared to unity leads to disordered
events and in sequencesof smaller events, as shown for the slip, small h/h* leads to ordered slip.
section at x = 60 km.
These results are at conflict with the emergent view that
Because of the small L value, the calculation for Figure 14 spatio-temporally complex slip behavior, with features
ran slowly.It wasoriginallytriedwith ,/ = 104Ix/2cand sometimes described as self-organized criticality, is a gerequired approximately 14 days of Sparcstation2 cpu time to neric outcome of mechanical fault models. Just the opposite
runthrough
105years,taking7.2 x 105timeincrements.
The occurs here; the generic result of actual solutions of the
versionwith,/= 106Ix/2cgavequalitatively
similarresults governingequations, rather than of an oversized cell approxbut covered about 2.5 times as many years per unit of cpu imation to them, is simple limit cycles of repeated large
time; 5 days cpu and 2.6 x 105 time increments
were earthquakes. The stress concentration at the front of a
required to cover the 91 years of history shown. It is likely spreading zone of slip, when not masked by the use of
that improvements in programming could be implemented oversized cells, seems to be too compelling for an earthwhich would significantlyreduce these cpu times.
quake rupture to stop until it has spread entirely over the
fault plane.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

A model for determining slip histories along a planar
vertical fault embeddedin an elastichalf-space(Figure 1) has
been analyzed. Fault zone constitutive relations are of the
laboratory-basedrate- and state-dependentfriction type and
have the feature of a characteristic slip distance L for slip
weakening or frictional state evolution (Figure 2). They are
implemented in the context of depth-variable temperature,
normal stress, and pore pressure (Figures 3 and 4). The
analysis is based on quasi-static elasticity, rather than on a
proper elastodynamic formulation, and what would otherwise be unbounded slip rates during instabilities are limited
to values scaling with stress drop by the inclusion of a
viscous term that approximately represents energy outflow
as seismicradiation during rapid unstable slip.
The problem describedby the model is posed numerically
on a grid of cells and a criterion is derived for the cell size h
to be small enough for the discrete numerical model to give
a valid solution of the underlying continuousequations.This
is that h be small comparedto h*, where h* = 2IXL/sr(B A)m, Ix is the elastic shear modulus, (B - A)m is the
maximumvalue of [- V drss(v)/dV] over the fault plane, V
is local slip rate, and •-ss(v) is the steady state fictional
strength at that rate (Figure 2). In the various numerical

The

results

here

raise

concerns

about

conclusions

on

spatio-temporal complexity drawn on the basis of fault
models with ad hoc discretizations, whether into an array of
spring-connectedrigid blocks or as a cellular automata. Such
models as discussed earlier may be said to be inherently
discrete, in that they do not have a well-defined continuum
limit. That is becausethe models have adopted friction laws
equivalent to setting L = 0, i.e., to pure velocity weakening
or its simplified form as distinct static and kinetic friction but
without attributes such as slip weakening, displacementdependent state transition, or fracture energy. Thus the
critical cell size h* = 0 for those models, and by having
discarded the short-wavelength constitutive behavior, they
fail to predict the transition of slip response documented
here

when

discrete

element

size

is reduced

below

h*.

Spatio-temporally complex slip, with self-similar distributions of small (compared to overall system size) events, does
seem to be a generic feature of those inherently discrete
models which

do not have a continuum

limit.

An unresolved issue in the present study is that of whether
a more precise treatment of elastodynamics during instabilities would qualitatively change the results. Such must be
consideredbecause the wave-mediated arrest of a dynamic
slip event may leave a heterogeneousdistribution of residual
static stresson the ruptured surface. It is possible that such
examples
shownhere,h* ranges
from2 x 104L [hydrostatic heterogeneity, if strong enough, could affect the nucleation
porepressure;
(B - A)m = 10 bars(1.0 MPa)]to 105L and arrest locations of subsequentruptures and could be a
(elevated pore pressure, offset by 500 bars (50 MPa) from mechanism for sustainingpermanently complex seismic benormal stress;(B - A)m = 2 bar (0.2 MPa)). Cells of size havior, showinga spectrum of event sizes. Recent numerical
larger than h* can fail independently of one another, simulations of spontaneousfaulting in an elastic continuum
whereas those with h << h* are too elastically stiff to fail by Madariaga and Cochard [1992] have addressed the
unstably alone and can do so only as part of a cooperatively problem of stress heterogeneity resulting from waveslipping array of cells.
mediated rupture arrest. They assume pure velocity weakComputational limits based on present algorithms and ening, equivalent to L = 0. Their results for friction models
machines prohibit solutions to the model with suitably with no, or little, continuing velocity weakening at seismic
refined grids unless L is larger than about 10 mm in 3-D
slip rates show generally smooth final stress on the rupture
simulations and about 2 mm in 2-D simulations. Neverthethat is locally depressedwhere arrest waves, propagating
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back from blocked tips of the rupture, meet one another.
However, their results based on velocity weakening that
remains significant at speedsnear seismic rates show markedly heterogeneous,rapidly fluctuatingfinal stress;the scale
of its fluctuation seems comparable to the numerical grid
spacing, and the results must therefore be regarded as
tentative until it is understood if and how they are modified
by use of a regularized velocity weakening law, with a
nonzero slip weakening or state transition length dimension

1988;Power and Tullis, 1991], will be necessaryto provide a
physically viable descriptionof seismiccomplexity.

Results shown here that are based on oversized cells,
relative to h*, seem to be a better mirror of observed slip
complexity than are those corresponding to a grid that is
sufficiently refined to be approaching the continuum limit,
that is, to a grid which allows one to actually solve the
mathematical problem posed. The critical feature may be
that such oversized cells can fail independently of one
L.
another. In this respect, adjacent oversized cells may proStress heterogeneity resulting from the dynamics of rup- vide a crude model of adjacent fault segmentswhich can fail
ture propagation and arrest seems to be important to the independently of one another due to difficulties of transmitsustainedcomplexity of responseof Burridge-Knopoff mod- ting unstable slip rupture across geometric complexities
els, as recognizedby Carlson and Langer [ 1989]and Carlson where such segments join. The proper understanding of
et al. [1991], although it is difficult to know how important spatio-temporally complex slip may then lie in clarifying the
results from the B-K model are for reasons noted earlier.
interaction of slip-weakening sensitive features of fault zone
The dynamic interrelation between the stressand slip histo- response,having a characteristicscalelength proportional to
ries are fundamentally different for systems with concen- Lix/(B - A) (i.e., to h*), with geometric disorder. Based on
trated mass along the fault than for faults embedded in a the various results for oversized cells presented here, it
continuum, dynamic overshoot effects are greatly overem- seemslikely that geometric disorder of a fault zone at scales
phasized by the lack of energy radiation into an adjoining larger than h* will cause its dynamics at those scales to
continuum, and the simple stress interactions of the B-K
mimic the dynamics of an inherently discrete system and
model do not concentrate stress ahead of a rupture in a hence to show the spatio-temporally complex slip that seems
manner that scales the stress concentration with rupture to be genetic to such systems.
size, like for cracks embedded in a surrounding elastic
An open question is that of whether continued geometric
continuum, so that larger ruptures do not properly become disorder at yet larger scalesis necessaryfor complex slip at
increasingly difficult to stop. It also remains unknown as to those larger scales. That seems not to be necessary in the
how much the dynamics of the B-K class of models would be simple cellular automata models, including quasi-static iminfluenced by use of friction laws with a nonzero L, with the plementations of the B-K model on a 2-D fault surface, in
block spacing sufficiently reduced in size relative to a that one cell size suffices to give complex failure over all
distance analogous to h* for the B-K model, so as to sizes. Such might occur only becausethe simple models are
simulate a continuum limit. The inclusion of even an arbiunphysical in failing to scale the stress concentration at the
trarily small but nonzero fracture energy, as would be edgeof a slippingzone with the size of that zone, as required
associated with nonzero L, in the continuum version of the by elasticity theory.
B-K model is known to rule out supersonicrupture propaAdditional evidence that slip complexity and geometric
gation that is sometimesotherwise allowed by the model.
disorderare related comesfrom Wesnousky[1988, 1990]. He
It seems that the models with arrays of identical spring- shows that seismic productivity of fault zones (in generating
connected blocks or cells were proposed with the intention many small earthquakes) and geometric disorder as meaof modeling a uniform fault and that it was tacitly assumed sured by stepovers along fault traces are strongly correlated
that no essential feature of the physics was lost either in the with one another. By studying five distinct faults in southern
discretization of an a priori conceptual model into cells or California, including the San Andreas and Newportspring-connectedblocks or in the neglect of slip-weakening Inglewood faults, as well as the Calaveras fault in central
response features involving a finite L. The present results California and the North Anatolian fault in Turkey, he shows
raise the possibility that if those models were reformulated that geometric disorder of a fault zone diminishes with
with a nonzero L and if the cell size or block spacingwere cumulative slip over its geological history. The Newportcontinuously reduced in size, with element-to-element stress Inglewood and San Andreas faults are at the extremes of his
interactions chosento be faithful to the responseof a fault in data set and differ by a factor of about 50 in disorder as
an elastic continuum (and if continuum rather than concen- measuredby either the number of stepoversof the fault trace
trated mass Newtonian dynamics were simulated in the in excess of 1 km per unit length along strike or the
dynamical models), then qualitatively different results might cumulative sum of absolute stepover distances per unit
emerge, lacking the spatio-temporal complexity that has length along strike. In a study involving only the southern
been reported.
California faults, Wesnousky [1990] also shows that the
Thus a tentative conclusionsuggested,but not proven, by seismic productivity of a fault zone is a similar diminishing
the present results is that spatio-temporally complex slip. function of cumulative geological slip. The productivity is
resembling earthquake processes, will not emerge from defined as the number of events with magnitude above 3.0
physicallyjustifiable modeling of the nonlinear dynamicsof per unit length of fault, divided by the long-term slip rate of
frictional slip on a geometrically smooth fault surface. It is the fault for normalization. For this quantity the Newportsuggestedthat consideration of the geometric disorder of Inglewood and San Andreas faults are again at the extremes
fault zones, including distinct fault segmentswhich join at of his data set; with its high geometric disorder as measured
bendsor offsetsand can arrest ruptures [Bakun, 1980;Lindh by stepovers, the less slipped Newport-Inglewood fault is
and Boore, 1981; Schwartz and Coppersmith, 1984; King about 100 times more productive seismically than is the
and Nabelek, 1985; King, 1986; Sibson, 1986], and perhaps highly slipped and geometrically less disordered San Andreas fault.
also the fractal-like surfaceroughnessof faults [Power et al.,
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FORMULATION

k(Xcell
i, Zcell
i; Xcellj+ mXlength,
Zcellj).

The stiffness
component
kij is definedas the negativeof
the stressr induced at the center of cell i by unit slip/i in the
source cell j and in the periodic repeats of that cell along

rn

=

-•c

In programming this result, the sum on m is extended from

strike,spacedby Xlength.
Chinnery[1963]gavethe solution -10 to 10. If multiplied by a cell area, [k] would have the

for the displacement field for uniform slip on a rectangular
dislocation surface in an elastic half-space. The relevant
stresscomponent may be extracted from that solution by the

same units of what is more commonly called a stiffness
matrix, i.e., a matrix relating work conjugate sets of displacements and forces. Such a matrix relating work conjuexpressionr = ix(Oux/Oy+ OUy/OX),and Chinneryhas gates is necessarily symmetric for an elastic system. Bederived the result in equations communicated personally by
cause [k] has been based on stressat a point (cell center), it
him to Stuart [1986] in 1983 for the Poisson solid, v = 0.25.
is
not preciselysymmetricalthougheach kij and kji are
Stuart and T. E. Tullis, who have used the equations in a
numerically close. Recognizing that a properly defined stiffsimilar 3-D program with rate- and state-dependentfriction
ness would be symmetric, [k] is redefined as its symmetric
have kindly provided the equations (W. D. Stuart and T. E.
part, which also simplifiesthe equation-solvingroutine.
Tullis, personal communication, 1990), and, in the present
The governing equations are extremely "stiff" and an
notation, they are as follows: Coordinates of the vertices of
implicit integration procedure was devised as follows. The
the source cell, which has side lengths h/q in the x direction
basic idea is to integrate the constitutive law over each time
andh in the z directionandhasits centerat x = Xcellj and step as if V were constant during that step and to do so in a
Z -- Zcellj, are
manner that would be correct for arbitrarily large time steps
if V in the present increment was unchangedfrom V in the
X1 ----Xcell
j q-h/2q,
X2 = Xcell
j q-h/2q,
last, or changedby a sufficientlysmall amount that the result
can be linearized in the change of V from the present step to
X3 ----Xcell
/ -- h/2q,
X4 ----Xcell
j -- h/2q

Z1= Zcell
j q-h/2,

Z2-- Zcell
j -- h/2,

Z3-- Zcelljq-h/2,

Z4= Zcellj- h/2.

thelast.Thuslet Vit+atdenote
thevelocity
of celli overthe
timestepfromt to: + At, andlet rit+Atbethestress
of that

cell at the end of the time step; Vit is the velocity in the
previoustime stepand rit is the stressat the end of that
previous time step. The slip in the time step from t to t + At

is 15[
+at - 15[= V[+atAt. Theconstitutive
relation
is then

Then, introducing the parameters

integrated for constant velocity over the step and put in the
ta=xa--Xcell

i,

qa=za--Zcell

i,

Pa=Za+Zcell

i

form

'rit+At -- 'rit= -el + D[[(V[+At_ V[)/V[]

(a = 1, 2, 3, 4),

where the center of cell i is at x = Xcelli and z = Zcelli, the
following three functions are defined:

wherethe C/t andD/t arechosensothatresultis correct,up

to thetermof firstorderin (V[+At- V[)/V[, forarbitrarily
large At and are

F. = 1/{[(t.)2+ (qa)211/2[((t.)2
+ (q.)2)1/2+ q.])
+ 1/{[(ta)2 + (pa)2]1/2[((t
a)2 + (pa)2)1/2+ p,]},

C[ = [r[- r/SS(v/)][1
- exp(-V•At/L)]
D[ = g i - [gi - V[ driss(v[)/dV[][1
- exp(-V•At/L)]

G. = {(1/4)[(t.)2+ (pa)2]1/2+ q.)/{[(t.) 2+ (pa)2]1/2

ß[((t.) 2q-(pa)2)1/2q-pa]2)_ [(pa)2_ (q.) 2]{2[(t.)2
+ (Pa)2]1/2+ p.)/{2[(t.) 2

- [r[- riSS(v[)](V[At/L)
exp(-V•At/L).
The relations expressing equilibrium, with the radiation
damping term, are then written at times t and t + At as

t+At--_ _ Z kij[•jt+At- Vplate(t
q-At)]- r/V[+At,

Ti

+ (pa)213/2[((ta)2
+ (pa)2)1/2
+ pa]2),
Ha = qal{[(t.)2+ (qa)211/2[((t.)2
+ (q.)2)1/2q-t.]}

J

•'[= --Z kij(•- Vplate
t) - 'r/V$.
J

+ pa/{[(t,)2+ (pa)211/2[((t,)2
+ (p,)2)1/2+ t,]}.
Subtracting the second from the first and using the above
The stiffnessassociatedwith a single source cell i (i.e., not
yet consideringthe infinite number of periodic repeats of the
source cell along strike) is then

representation
of rit+at_ r[, onefinds

(T]V[q-O[)V[+At/v[q-AtZ kijVj+At
J

k(Xcell
i, Zcelli; Xcellj,Zcellj)
4

= TIV• q-O[q-C•q-AtZ kijVplate'
J

= (/x/2rr)Z (-1)"{(2/3)t,(F,
+ G,) + (1/2)H,)
and the stiffnessfor the periodically repeated source is

a set of simultaneousequationsto be solved for the velocity
in each time step. The job now is to choosethe time step and
to solve the equations. The maximum time step allowed is
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that whichmakesvitAt/L = 1 for the cell whichis fastest
moving at the start of the increment. A shorter time step is
chosen if, upon finding the first positive value, if any, of At

Chao Tang for discussionson the origin of slip complexity in fault
models; and to Raul Madariaga and another unidentified reviewer
for comments which helped to improve the presentation.

for whicheither*IV[ + Dit or *IV[ + Dit + Cit vanishfor
each cell, and then choosingAt as half the smallest of those
values, the resulting At is shorter than the shortest defined

by vitAt/L - 1. The ideais to remainin a rangefor which
the approximate integration of the constitutive relation over
At will remain

valid.

The system of simultaneous equations is then solved by
implementing the conjugate gradient iterative procedure,
following an algorithm described by Golub and VanLoan
[1983, p. 373], after preconditioning the system to the form
[a]{x} = {b}, where

Xi -- (V[+At_V•)/yi, aij= 1 when
i= j,
aij- kijyiyj wheni%j,

bi= [C•+ At• kij(Vplat
e-- VJ)]yi/(At
) 1/2,
J
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